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ABOUT THIS

REPORT

This report covers the work undertaken by our

team from January to the end of June 2020. Our

previous work is detailed in our reports to the

Governing Board (most recently in Jan).

We aspire to provide the community with clear

information on our priorities, what we are doing

& why, & the resources & wider support needed

to make this happen. We apologise for

sometimes falling short of this aspiration.

This report is intended to bring the community

up to date on where we are & support informed,

positive discussions on how we can move

forward. It provides a snapshot of our recent

work.

We hope you enjoy reading what's been

happening! If you would like more details on

specific projects please get in touch at

 communication-avenir@auroville.org.in

Working to formalise Auroville's Statutory

Land Status

Understanding strategic value of lands

required for Auroville's development

Establishing Technical Teams to undertake

work, including a water team to take forward

this critical work.

During this period we have faced significant

resource challenges, with just two Interface

Team members & a major, ongoing funding

shortage.

Unfortunately this resulted in us having to

pause some of our key functions.

However our teams were able to utilise the

relatively quiet COVID lockdown time

effectively to progress many tasks.

We have also been continuing to work on those

areas of strategic importance which underpin

Auroville's development.
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SUMMARY

ABOUT TDC

It is a complex & challenging task to build any

city, and even harder to build one that realises

The Mother's dream. But this is what we as

Aurovilians have come together for - to manifest

the city the earth needs.

L’avenir d'Auroville/ TDC, is the service 

mandated to plan & actively support Auroville's

growth & development. In practice it is not an

easy job, especially when there is often a gulf

between aspirations & ground realities, or

between urgent community needs & resources

available It is even more challenging when our

own resources are depleted, (as currently).

We cannot build Auroville alone. Our task is

simply to provide the strategic direction,

guidance & support within which community

members can weave their creations. As such we

work to ensure that processes are fair & that all

development supports & enables realisation of

the collective dream.

Land-use planning

Regional planning

Formulation of development priorities

Preparation of policies, development

guidelines, planning guidelines & Detailed

Development Plans

Evaluating & processing applications for

projects & built spaces

Evaluating, managing & monitoring of

infrastructure projects

We undertake a number of tasks:

Understanding Auroville's context, needs &
aspirations

Providing strategic direction

Implementation - realising our aspirations

Our work is anchored & coordinated by the

Interface Team & supported & implemented by

the Technical Teams.

WHAT WE DO



Saravanan

Sreevatsa

Tejaswini (to Feb 2020)

The Interface Team is selected by the

community to manage & coordinate our

work on town planning, urban design,

resource mobilisation etc. They are

accountable to the community for delivery &

provide the interface between the Technical

Teams & the community.

During this period the Interface Team has

been running far below capacity. There

were only 3 Interface Team members in

January 2020, reducing to just 2 in February

2020 (when Tejaswini completed her term):

Over this period Resource Members Ulli &

Prashant have provided additional support

to the Interface Team.

The reduced capacity of the Interface Team

has meant a few key TDC functions have

been put on hold. Most notably the team

limited the processing of new building & site

applications.

For applications already received an

additional review by FAMC has been

introduced. This measure is intended to

provide adequate oversight on decision

making from selected representatives. This

measure is temporary until new Interface

Team members are selected.

Whilst there are many urgent

development needs there remains a lack

of clarity on the framework for planning

decisions, especially where ground

realities pose challenges not explored in

the masterplan. This places members in

a difficult position to navigate a way

forward which supports & enables

Auroville's aspirations.

The technical nature of our work

requires members to be acquainted with

the practicalities of making &

implementing complex, multi-layered

decisions.

Experience has shown that it can be difficult

to choose the right Interface Team to

support & enable our work.

Discussions with previous & current

Interface Team members have identified two

main reasons for this:

The Working Committee & Auroville Council

are working to finalise a proposed Selection

Process for new Interface Team members. It

is anticipated this process will combine

elements from the Standing Order issued by

the Auroville Foundation with the

community approved working structure for

TDC.

It is hoped that new members for the

Interface Team will be in place soon.
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SELECTING A NEW

INTERFACE TEAM

UPDATES FROM OUR INTERFACE TEAM

OUR INTERFACE

TEAM



One of the Interface Team's key

responsibilities is to identify, coordinate &

progress the critical works needed to

underpin Auroville's development. 

These areas are listed on page 1 of this

report & include the need to formalise

Auroville's Statutory Land Status.

It is the responsibility of the Interface Team to

manage & coordinate our resources.

Unfortunately too often we find these valuable

resources are being tied up firefighting -

investigating potential violations or

responding to appeals & CAG queries. This 

can significantly impact our progress on

critical work areas.

We acknowledge that some of the causes for

these issues lie with our team - in a failure to

communicate processes effectively or provide

support to help those trying to help build our

city.

We are sincerely committed to ensuring our

systems are fair & transparent & support

Auroville's ideals & needs.

APPEALS

Five appeals were made against our decisions

in this period. 

One of these (for the project Amaranth) has

been concluded, with our decision upheld.

The appeal body made a number of

suggestions on how our working can be made

more responsive to community needs. We are

fully committed to follow up on these

recommendations.

CAG QUERIES

We responded to multiple queries regarding

GOI funds since 2011 on works including

water projects, road works, work allocation

team & Auroville Infrastructure service.The

Interface Team has responded to all queries

providing supporting documentation.
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IMPROVING OUR

OPERATIONS

INTERFACE TEAM

STRATEGIC WORK

AREAS

As well as providing the interface between the community & the Technical Teams the Interface Team
coordinate work on strategic priorities & day-to-day operations. They must also look at how the team's
systems & processes are working & where there is room for improvement.

AUROVILLE'S STATUTORY STATUS

We have been working to develop short

term plans for implementation of the Master

Plan.

Through these discussions it became

evident that Auroville's Statutory Land

Status should be addressed as a matter of

urgency.

To build understanding of the best way

forward the Interface Team sought advice

from the Faculty of Planning, Centre for

Urban Science & Engineering (CUSE), IIT

Mumbai & the Department of Urban

Planning, Anna University. 

Both teams advocated the same solution -

the preparation of a Land Use Plan for the

Auroville Master Plan area to be notified by

the Government of Tamil Nadu.

Following positive discussions with the

Tamil Nadu government the Interface Team

have been coordinating works to develop

an existing & proposed Land Use Map

within the Master Plan Area.



Land Use mapping work

Development Plan preparation -  Planning

Principles, Planning Guidelines &

Development Priorities

Implementation - Applications & Evaluation

& Monitoring updates

Sharing of challenges & learnings

At the close of 2019 David Nightingale

presented his strategic approach to mobility at

a community meeting hosted by the Interface

Team. This revisited the vision of mobility on

the Crown, exploring how a way forward on

mobility could inform planning & design of

urban landscape, infrastructure & services.

We scheduled a series of community meetings

for April 2020 to build understanding in the

community of the work we are undertaking &

explore ideas to move forward. Unfortunately

we were unable to meet due to COVID

restrictions.

Meetings were to cover the following:

We are exploring ways to communicate more

effectively - especially during this time of

COVID restrictions. If you have any

suggestions please let us know.

Procedural matters (especially regarding

building applications)

Development of a building violation policy

Development of ACARAT database

Build understanding of land in the

Masterplan area that has strategic value for

Auroville's development.

Improve the support we provide to prevent

encroachment of our lands.

Our current functioning & priorities

Our finances (19/20 & 20/21)

Closure of GOI projects by TDC's EMC

Update on Development Priorities

Draft DDP for RZ (sectors 1 &2)

Land Use Mapping

GIS licences & Auroville base map

Rights of Way & Encroachments

Topics discussed with FAMC include:

We hope the dialogue with Land Board will:

We hope to initiate regular meetings with

Auroville Foundation to discuss & update

matters including:

We also meet Housing Board weekly.
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WORKING GROUPS

INTERFACE TEAM

COMMUNITY

We aspire to build a more open & regular dialogue with the community, community groups & working
groups. Despite limited resources & the restrictions of COVID we have made some progress in this area,
initiating regular meetings with FAMC & Land Board & starting to build a dialogue with Forest Group.

FOREST GROUP - We attended the Forest Group's March meeting & would like to establish more regular

attendance when resources allow as it was felt this would help to build a stronger, more positive

relationship & deeper understanding of the issues facing both groups.  In this meeting issues discussed

included infrastructure & development works undertaken in forests, development of environmental impact

assessment frameworks, sewage sludge & proposed routing of the HT line through Bliss forest.

GREEN GROUP - We have been working with Auroville Council to review previous actions & renew efforts

to help formulate a clear mandate for the Green Group.

COMMUNITY GROUPS



Applications

Evaluation & Monitoring

Mapping & Data

Regional Planning & Development. 

Planning

Policy & Development Priorities

Integrated Water Resource

Energy

Our Technical Teams undertake the works

initiated, anchored & coordinated by the

Interface Team. They undertake studies &

analysis based on which they provide detailed

recommendations, enabling the Interface Team

to make informed decisions. They also

implement & execute the decisions of the

Interface Team.

Four technical teams are now functional -

The rest are in the process of becoming fully

functional:
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OUR TECHNICAL TEAMS

Whilst in some areas our teams are able to

begin strategic projects which will help unlock

future development, too often the lack of

resources in TDC means that we are only able to

address urgent issues arising (applications,

appeals etc).

We understand that this can be frustrating for

the community & appreciate your patience,

along with any support to help us identify

additional resources.

It should be noted that alongside our technical

teams we have an administration team & several

individuals who provide us with organisational

support across teams. This includes Hari

(systems, processes, policy etc) & Helen

(communications). In addition there are

numerous experts within the community who

provide technical advice as needed, for which

we are very grateful.



Infrastructure, Amenities, Land Use &
Land Cover Mapping: This will include

data collection & collation for a regional

base map.

Auroville’s Outreach Footprint: Updating
& streamlining of existing maps of

Outreach activities undertaken by Auroville

(education, microfinance, sanitation,

environmental regeneration etc) This

information will be merged with data on

wider activities (NGOs, universities & the

government etc) & used to identify gaps in

the facilities/ social infrastructure.The team

will work with the local & state

governments & other donors in addressing

these gaps through community

consultations.

Water security & environmental
protection: Given that Auroville lies in

water-stressed region, addressing

concerns about access to quality water in

Auroville mandates looking at larger

regional factors/ influences & based on this

interrelationship/ co-existence aspect,

dialogues/ awareness exercises will be

taken up towards action at the regional

level.

This team aims to formulate a Regional Plan

for a sustainable & resilient region for the area

around Auroville using a participatory

planning approach, supported by geospatial

technologies.

Focus areas will include:

Mapping existing land use under the
Masterplan area at plot level - This

exercise is high priority as it informs

discussions on the Statutory Land Status of

Auroville & identification of strategic lands.

Development Guidelines - In parallel with

the mapping exercise TDC is drafting

Development Guidelines for the proposed

land uses identified. This is done on the

basis of guidelines provided in the Master

Plan for the different zones of Auroville. 

Land Use has been mapped at parcel level

for lands within the Master Plan Area. This

exercise captures both existing Land Use

(for internal use) & proposed Land Use

based on the 2001 Master Plan approved

by the Government of India.

Typically this will include a list of

permissible & non-permissible

developments, along with regulations on

building form (such as heights, density

etc).
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KEY WORK AREAS:

TECHNICAL  TEAMS:

REGIONAL PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT

WHAT WE DO:

WHO IS IN THE TEAM?

Prashant & Renu (anchors)
Lata & Balamurugan 
Tejaswini & Hari (Development
Guidelines)



Surveys, data collection & compilation,

data analysis, problem identification

Identify alternate potential solutions

through community involvement

Development Proposals in the form of

reports, graphics, presentations, etc.

Implementation & funding mechanisms

Periodic reviews

This team helps to translate the aspirations &

needs of the community into development

plans, policy guidelines for a range of scales

(city, zone, site etc). This guidance helps to

ensure that each building & project moves

us towards our collective goal.

This work is critical to enable release of sites

for development. However we are hampered

by a shortage of funding to support skilled

team members & commission the technical

reports required.

Work undertaken by this team can include:

The ultimate aim of the team is to work

towards a holistic planning approach,

considering not just the physical planning

but also the social & the environmental

aspect, with involvement of specific sector

level experts wherever necessary.

International Zone - The coordination team

is preparing a base map for the Detailed

Development Plan (DDP) & consolidating

stakeholder inputs & propositions to inform

the general framework for the DDP.

Industrial Zone ( Mangalam) - Preliminary

work (site study & context analysis) has been

completed for a DDP. The team is awaiting

clarity on land availability before finalising

the plan & releasing the site.

Southern Service Node - The team is

analysing existing data sources as the initial

step to  prepare a DDP for this area. The

vision is to create a transit change & a buffer

for visitors which also encourages the

Auroville community to go car free.

Comprehensive Mobility Plan - The team is

developing a survey to analyse the current

movement patterns, vehicle ownership, &

issues prevalent in & around Auroville.

Findings will inform development of a

comprehensive mobility plan for Auroville.

Alongside this the team will explore mobility

options for the Crown.

Housing Survey - The team has been

working with Housing Service to develop a

survey to understand Auroville's current

housing needs, which will be sent in the

coming weeks. The output from this survey

will inform the site development guidelines

for new housing development in sectors 1 & 2

of the Residential Zone.

Residential Zone - sectors 1 & 2 - A DDP with

Site Development Guidelines for these

sectors is almost complete. These build on

previous studies conducted for this area

(especially Luis Feducci's proposal), inputs

from sector-experts & feedback from

stakeholders & peers.The final draft will be

circulated to stakeholders & peers soon. Once

these are complete we will begin to release

new pockets for development.
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KEY WORK AREAS:

TECHNICAL  TEAMS:

PLANNING

WHAT WE DO:

WHO IS IN THE TEAM?

Manisha - anchor
Induja & Hari
Andrea (IZ), Ganesh (Mangalam) &

Angelo (mobility)

Contact - manisha-avenir@auroville.org.in



This team has responsibility to document,

consolidate & maintain all spatial data

pertaining to Auroville. 

The aim is to build an integrated

geographic information system through

which data is made available for the wider

community. This will enable more informed

planning of development works.

Currently all layers (contours, roads,

buildings etc) pertaining to natural & built

features are being compiled to provide a

comprehensive base for planning

exercises. Once complete It will also enable

the team to play a wider role in planning

through visualisation of spatial data

(economic/social) & analysis of changes in

topography & hydrology etc.

The team is also working closely with our

other Technical Teams, to provide

assistance in proposing appropriate

locations for upcoming projects &

infrastructure developments.

Creation of a unified base map for Auroville
- The team have been collating all base layers

from topographical surveys using GIS

software.

Maps for the community - A range of maps

has been made available for community

purposes. These can be requested through

the team.

Creating a geodatabase platform for GIS in
TDC - To avoid duplication & data loss the

updated layers of mapping will be migrated

into an online geodatabase for the team

Purchase of handheld GPS device - A device

was purchased to support the arboriculture

survey. It is already helping our wider work

too - including surveying newly laid

infrastructure & geotagging locations of

buildings during site visits.

Data collection during COVID lockdown -
As part of the measures taken to address the

COVID pandemic, we initiated documenting

Guest Houses in Auroville with the COVID

taskforce. We are looking to build this into a

wider data collection exercise with GFCG,

linking building level information to our

maps.

Mapping community boundaries - The team

has been mapping the physical boundaries of

existing communities in Auroville & assigning

unique codes for each community & their

buildings.Setting up a common protocol for

our GIS & AutoCAD databases - This exercise

is intended to simplify exchange of data

between TDC & consultants/

architects/project holders.

Arboriculture survey - a survey of existing

trees on a specific site was undertaken to

help in the design phase. This will inform

development of guidelines to assess

arboricultural impact & influence the pre,

post design phases & construction phase
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KEY WORK AREAS:

TECHNICAL  TEAMS:

MAPPING & DATA

WHAT WE DO:

WHO IS IN THE TEAM?

Vinai, Induja & Anbu
Prashant (technical advisor)

Contact - mapping-avenir@auroville.org.in



It is important that development in

Auroville is guided by priorities & policies

which encourage & enable growth that

supports Auroville's aspirations &

community needs.

Report on Development Priorities (2020-
2025) - The team submitted its final report

to the TDC in May. These Development

Directions & Priorities emerged from

analysis of data for Auroville's key sectors

within (basic needs & civic amenities, social

welfare & economy) & inputs from focus

groups from specific sectors.

A group of people from diverse, but relevant,

backgrounds are working on guidelines to
integrate assessment of environmental
impacts in development projects in
Auroville. 

The team is also exploring how the

Arboricultural survey (and subsequent

Arboricultural Impact Assessment, Method

Statement & Tree Protection Plan) can

mitigate damage to the trees that are to be

retained on the site during construction.

This report will be shared with stakeholders

& peers within Auroville for their inputs.

These priorities will be used to formulate

Auroville's Development program to 2025,

with annual project portfolios & supporting

policies. It will also inform work on a

Development Plan to 2025.

The process builds upon the Planning

Principles & Guidelines agreed with the

community in 2019.

An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

is a participatory & systematic process used

to predict the environmental consequences

of a proposed plan, policy or project. The

group are exploring how best to incorporate

this into Auroville's planning process. This

includes guidance on how a Strategic

Environmental Assessment for the Master

Plan Area could be developed to support

the formulation & evaluation of EIAs for

individual projects.
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KEY WORK AREAS:

TECHNICAL  TEAMS:

POLICY & DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES

WHAT WE DO:

WHO IS IN THE TEAM?

Development Priorities - Elvira,
Manas, Suhasini, Vikram & Induja

Environmental advisor - Island



Assessment of current water situation

Study of surface water management in

Residential Zones 1&2

Borewell applications - revision of process,

form & procedure to manage feedback

Initiation of project to build sludge treatment
facility

Creation of standard design of wastewater
treatment systems for individual houses

Increasing dialogue with Auroville water
players

Archiving Auroville water reports & studies
to strengthen institutional memory.

Determining water quality standards & for

working to institute regular water testing

Supporting collaborative efforts to develop

Auroville's first natural wastewater
treatment system, which will ultimately

provide sewage collection & treatment to 450

people in the Residential Zone. The 8

communities already connected receive

treated water for irrigation.

This will help Auroville to reduce its valuable

freshwater consumption, better understand

demand for domestic & irrigation purposes &

enable collective management of water

resources.

Prioritize the creation of an Auroville

Water Master Plan, so that we can

systematically create water projects &

request funding according to our

collective priorities.

Support the water sector to overcome

its differences & harmonize in working

together.

Begin to search for other sources of

funding other than GOI-Ministry of

Human Resource Development for

water projects.

Water is a priority for us because Auroville

is facing a severe threat to our water

security.

Currently Auroville depends almost

exclusively on groundwater. With our

aquifers rapidly depleting, We are pushed

to find other sources of water to meet our

needs. This is a necessary step not just for

planning, but for our survival.

our strategic priorities for water are to:

To support Auroville's work in this critical

area we created an Integrated Water

Resource team in November 2019.
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KEY WORK AREAS:

TECHNICAL  TEAMS:

INTEGRATED WATER MANAGEMENT

WHAT WE DO:

WHO IS IN THE TEAM?

Ing-Marie - coordinator
Gilles B - Integrated Wastewater &

Faecal Sludge (consultant)

Contact - water-avenir@auroville.org.in

Sewage Treatment Plant in the Residential Zone 
Photo credit Auroville Centre for Scientific Research



This team will focus on studying, planning

& developing Auroville's energy systems &

infrastructure.

Currently the team consists of an electrical

engineer who coordinates Auroville's

electrical infrastructure works & ensures

that works are implemented according to

the approved design.

This team is responsible for execution &

implementation of the Electricity

Masterplan for Auroville. A key project

within this is installation of an Auroville

underground electricity distribution

system. This work has been ongoing for

several years and involves the installation

of HT (high tension) cables & switchgear,

distribution transformers, LT (low tension)

switch boards and LT cables.

The Auroville electricity distribution system

includes an HT ring mains along the Crown.

From this HT ring mains radial feeders will

be taken along the roads & rights of way

that connect Auroville's sectors.

TANGEDCO 110-22-11KV Substation:

Updates

Laying of 22KV HT Ring main underground

line along Crown

Laying of 11KV feeder from AV 11KV

receiving station to HT Ring main cable

along the Aurodam radial

Development of guidelines for energy in

Residential Zone

Electrical guidelines for construction

Update to the electrical infrastructure map
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KEY WORK AREAS:

TECHNICAL  TEAMS:

ENERGY

WHAT WE DO:

WHO IS IN THE TEAM?

Manikandan

Contact: electrical-avenir@auroville.org.in

Existing HT ring main cable
11KV feeder from receiving station to ring

mains along Aurodam radial



Ensuring that processes & policies are fair &

transparent & support Auroville’s ideals

Reviewing information provided in

applications against existing processes &

development guidelines, following up with

applicants when more information is

required

Organising peer reviews for high impact

projects

Investigating potential building violations

Reviewing queries & requests on land

use/land allocation for projects

Providing information to appeals team as

needed

Managing the database of project &

building applications issued by TDC

This team handles community requests for the

creation, modification & demolition of built

structures in Auroville.

The team carefully reviews & evaluates all

applications submitted against existing

processes & guidelines, seeking additional

information as needed from working groups,

past studies & data. Their observations &

recommendations are provided to the Interface

Team. This enables the Interface Team to make

informed decisions that are fair, transparent &

support Auroville's needs & aspirations.

Work undertaken includes:

Applications – The team has been

continuing to process applications received

before February.

Revisions to application process - The team

reviewed the existing process to see how it

could be improved. It was seen that the

quality of the evaluation & review could be

improved by seeking community feedback at

an earlier stage. It is hoped that enabling the

community to feedback on proposals when

there is more flexibility in the design will help

create community assets that truly meet

Auroville’s needs & aspirations. Proposed

changes will be shared for community

feedback soon.

Supporting release of small sites for
development – The team has been

coordinating TDC support (mapping, layout,

guidelines etc) to enable release of small

sites for development. The team will also be

coordinating release of larger sites once site

development guidelines are ready.

Violations – The team has developed a

system to verify & monitor violations.

Alongside this a policy detailing the

consequences for those who undertake

development without permission, has been

drafted & will be shared for community

feedback soon. The intention is to create a

system that is fair for all & ensure new

development supports’ Auroville’s growth.

Linking to ACARAT – To support intergroup

working & exchange of information within

Auroville TDC’s application forms are now

linked to the ACARAT database & an exercise

is currently underway to upload past

information related to NOCs & approvals.

Updated application form & creation of an
NOC template to better support systems &

processes.
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KEY WORK AREAS:

TECHNICAL  TEAMS:

DEVELOPMENT & BUILDING APPLICATIONS

WHAT WE DO:

WHO IS IN THE TEAM?

Shama - anchor
Ulli, Angelo & Vivek (with Karen joining
July 2020)
Miriam & Priya - admin team

Past members: Andy & Omar

Contact: application-avenir@auroville.org.in



Record & monitor safety measures on

construction sites.

Check quality & safety of works through

periodic inspection of projects

Meet project teams periodically to check

work progress, cost control & quality

control standards

Support project teams to procure goods &

services in line with GFR & AV Works

Manual & monitor compliance

Participate in Vendor selection to ensure

their competence & capability

Compile closure documents & issue

completion certificates for all assets

created.

Analyse & standardise the rates &

specifications of maintenance works

periodically to ensure quality & cost are

optimised.

Promote Value Engineering in projects

Document innovative construction

techniques in Auroville

Draft & update the AV Work Manuals

along with SOP's & SOR's in line with

national & international standards

Assess the reasonability of construction

budgets & readiness of drawings for

tendering

The primary function of the team is to

oversee construction of building &

infrastructure projects & monitor four

aspects: time, cost, quality & safety.

The team has responsibility to:

Empanelment procedure for contractors -
The team has developed a process for

empanelment of all contractors undertaking

construction & infrastructure work in

Auroville. 

SOP for construction activities post
COVID-lockdown - The team drew up SOP

for construction Activities in Auroville

outlining Project Holders' responsibilities.

The community were also informed of

precautionary & mandatory safety measures

to be adhered.

Auroville Works Manual - The team

updated this document which details

procedures through the project lifecycle. It

aims to support smooth operation of the

project by clarifying the roles &

responsibilities of project stakeholders &

enabling transparency on project finances. 

This is based on recommendations from

Working Groups & aims to ensure fair

processes for development in Auroville. It

will be implemented in the coming weeks.

The draft has been circulated to FAMC &

Auroville Foundation.
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KEY WORK AREAS:

TECHNICAL  TEAMS:

EVALUATION & MONITORING CELL

WHAT WE DO:

WHO IS IN THE TEAM?

Pavneet - anchor
Ramesh, Mishra (senior technical staff),

Boobalan (field work) & Nambi (project
management consultant advisor)

Past members: Michael G & Alexey

Contact: emc-avenir@auroville.org.in



P R I S M A  I N C .OUR FINANCES
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Over the past year we received indications

from Auroville Foundation that GOI grants

would no longer be available to support

TDC. Because of this TDC sought to

minimise expenditure over 2019/20, with

funds targeted to support essential &

priority works.

Despite this there was a shortfall of 7.49
lakhs in our income for 2019/20. This was

met through our reserves. This left just 5.01

lakhs in our reserve at the start of 2020/21.

LAST YEAR'S FINANCES

TDC INCOME/EXPENSES 2019/20
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Looking back it is encouraging for us to see

how much work has been undertaken by the

team at a time when our resources are limited &

uncertain. We are thankful to all of those who

have provided support to make this happen.

We are looking forward to sharing many of the

projects we are working on with the community

for feedback in the coming months. This

includes the Development Priorities, changes to

the Applications Process & policies on

Environmental Impact Assessment & Building

Violations. We will also be keen to hear from

you in our surveys on housing needs & mobility.

We hope that we can be fully operational soon -

both in terms of having new Interface Team

members & finding funds to strengthen our

Technical Teams & enable their works.

Until then we will continue to target our

resources on essential & priority works -

especially those required to support our

strategic priorities..

FINANCES FOR 2020/21

As noted, at the start of 2020/21 we had just

over 5 lakhs in reserves. In addition to this BCC

has assured us INR 67,000 for the current

quarter (to September 2020).

We estimate that the minimum monthly

expenditure for TDC to operate is 2.5 lakhs. For

optimum functioning we need 4 lakhs.

Currently we are reliant on GOI grants (which

may be available for common infrastructure

projects) & contributions to make up the

shortfall.

This major uncertainty in income is likely to

impact our operations & have long term impacts

on the growth of Auroville.

We are therefore working hard to review &

explore funding possibilities.We want to

provide an effective service to the community

that can be sustained in the long-term to

support Auroville's growth & the realisation of

the city the earth needs..

Support from the Auroville Foundation to

formally initiate the process to obtain

Statutory Land Status from TN Government

& enable speedy resolution of this critical

issue.

An urgent selection process to recruit

Interface Team members who understand

the work required & are able to deliver this.

Members must also be willing to work

collaboratively to support Auroville's

growth in line with the community's needs

& aspirations.

Understanding, patience & goodwill from

the community that we are facing

challenging times & our services may be

limited.

Trust from the community that we are

sincerely trying our best with the resources

we have available

TO HELP OUR WORK WE

SPECIFICALLY REQUEST:

We would like to close this report by expressing
our deep gratitude to all of those who have
provided support over this period.

We are grateful to all of those who donated
funds to support our work, especially those
Aurovilians whose donations enabled us to
purchase the Geode device for mapping
infrastructure & undertaking basic surveying &
support electrical infrastructure development &
detailed development planning in Auroville.

We are also grateful to all members of our team &
the wider network of architects, sector experts &
those with skills or goodwill who have provided
input & support as needed.

WITH  GRATITUDE


